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EDITORS’ NOTE
This seventh edition of The Bay View Literary Magazine is dedicated to Juanita Vogelsberg,
who passed away February 26, 2012, at the age of 88. Her essays and poetry have appeared
in every edition of this magazine. She wrote about contentment, wonder, fear, joy, and
gratitude. She told us about her wedding, the first-born child, a dancing granddaughter, a
cancer diagnosis, precious moments with God, and more. Her last contribution, sent to us
shortly before her death and printed here, is about an exciting, happy time. We have been
enriched by her words. We miss her.
We take the theme of this edition, “Valued Lives,” from a phrase in Bishop Emerson
Colaw’s essay. Our contributors this year range in age from 8 to 90. They write about living
and dying, youth and age, memories and current happenings. They let us share their
adventures, great and small. They demonstrate, through their writings, the range of
experiences that make up a valued life.
Our thanks to all the contributors, and to John Agria for permission to use his photograph
on the cover.
Please see The Back Page for how to submit your writing for the 2013 edition.
Marjorie Andress Bayes
Marilyn Black Lambert
Scott Drinkall
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A VALUED LIFE
by Emerson Colaw
Last November 13 I celebrated my 90th birthday. I was invited to preach that Sunday in a
church I once served as pastor. I took as a theme “Lessons Learned from Seventy Years of
Ministry.” (I began my work as a student pastor the summer of 1942.) After the service I
was in conversation with a former parishioner who asked, ”Do you have any advice on how
to age gracefully?” Not having thought about it, I had no immediate response except to say,
“The first requirement is to retain a measure of good health.” I have an older brother who
is in a nursing home. His body has yielded to the ravages of time. He requires assistance
for the basic necessities. In addition, dementia has taken its toll. There is little graceful as he
experiences life in his mid-nineties.
My wife and I now live in a retirement facility. She facetiously tells our friends we live in “the
old folks’ home” and I remind her that our official title is “A Life-Enriching Community.”
Perhaps it is a little of both.
We recently had a guest speaker present a program to our retirement home residents on the
importance of a purpose-driven life. What are the things about which you have a passion?
We were reminded it’s important to have a reason to get out of bed in the morning. There
are so many contributions we can make even in our older years. Bay View is a classic
example of a community greatly enriched by the daily volunteer gifts of its members.
I retired from my duties as a bishop in early fall of 1988. I had the energy and time to assume several duties following my retirement. One that I greatly enjoyed was to be Director of Religious Life for nine years here at Bay View. Concurrent with that I served on the
faculty of United Theological Seminary including one year as president. For ten years I was
privileged to serve as “bishop in residence” at a church in Naples, Florida. Now I am ninety.
What is life’s purpose now? I have time for grandkids! That’s enjoyable. I serve as “caregiver” for my beloved wife. But there is a slowing down. I was once asked if I still preached
and I said that I rarely accepted invitations to preach but then I rarely received invitations to
preach!
Recently a friend shared a book with me that was written by a staff member of National
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Public Radio. He had gone around interviewing centenarians and then recorded their
wisdom. One interview I enjoyed was with a woman who was 106! And she said to the
interviewer, “You want my words of wisdom. I’m just sitting here trying to decide how to
get out of this place!!”
John Wesley once said that “Best of all, Methodists die well.” He lived to be 88 which in
that day was remarkable. But what did he mean? We die well? Is it possible that part of a
purpose-driven life is that we so live that when the summons come to join our Maker we
will hear the words “Well done, good and faithful servant; enter into the joys of the eternal
kingdom.” Our good works are remembered and form the climax to a valued life.
Emerson Colaw has been a college professor, a seminary president, a bishop, and for nine years was Director
of Religious Life in Bay View. His primary focus, however, has been serving as a pastor, first for fourteen
years in Chicago and then nineteen years in Cincinnati. He and his wife, Jane, have been Bay View members
since 1976.

THE SURPRISED WINNER
by Juanita Vogelsberg
One day, I think in 1965, I asked our youngest son, Peter, to mail a letter for me. It was
addressed to Libby Soup Company and contained three large Libby tomato soup labels with
my name and address on the back of each one. Peter asked why I was doing this, and I said,
“Because I’m going to win a contest.”
The contest was soon forgotten until two very well-dressed men came knocking at our door
one noon when Don was home for lunch. Don went to the door and they asked for Mrs.
Vogelsberg. When I went to meet them they told me I had won a contest. My mind was
curiously trying to figure out what contest I had won. Then they told me it was a Libby contest which consisted of a weekend at the Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit. Ten couples had
won. They gave us the date for the winners to go to Detroit, so we went.
The weekend started with a police escort around the city, a stage play, and a trip to the
Rooster Tail--a night club in Windsor, Ontario, Canada--to see the famous pianist Liberace
(our picture was taken with him). We were given $125 to spend, and later that weekend had a
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meeting with Mayor Cavanaugh who presented me with a key to the City of Detroit (which I
still have). The presentation was shown on the Detroit TV evening news that day.
This was a truly memorable occasion that I will never forget.
Juanita and Don Vogelsberg lived in the United Methodist Retirement Home in Chelsea, Michigan. They
celebrated their 88th birthdays and their 66th wedding anniversary this past year. They lived 46 summers in
their Bay View cottage which they sold in 2008. They have 4 children, 9 grandchildren, and 2 great-grandchildren. Juanita died on February 26, 2012.

SELECTED POEMS
by Amelia Kate Berles
Age 8
THE SWING
I swing on the swing with my blonde hair
billowing behind me
like yellow smoke.
My scarf flutters next to me
and my bare feet brush gently over the wood chips.
My green baggy pants flap in the light breeze.
I close my brown eyes
and feel the wind brush my face and hands.
				
I love the swing!
								
					THE LAKE
				
I sat on a rough gray rock
			
with the blissful water licking my sandaled feet.
				
My blonde hair was drenched,
			top to bottom
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making a river down my back,
			
making a sea on the rock.
				
The sun sipped up the water
			
on my swim suit.
				
I love the beach!
Amelia is the 8-year-old daughter of Kristin and Jim Berles and the granddaughter of Mary Kay and Dave
Berles and Joyce and Steve Watson, cottagers in Bay View. Amelia made her first trip to Bay View when she
was just eight days old, and has been enjoying her summers here ever since. Her poems were written at the
cottage in the summer of 2011. At age five her artwork was selected to be a part of The Mural of Hope
that is permanently displayed at the Cancer Center in Alpena, MI. Amelia’s current interests include all
Craft House projects in Bay View, swim team in Alpena, collecting stones and minerals, and examining all
types of insects, except bees! She is currently in the third grade at Ella White Elementary School in Alpena.

LIFE IN A SMALL SCOTTISH TOWN
by Carl Wiltse
In September of 2005, Pamela (Bayes) and I sold all our earthly goods and moved to Kirkcudbright, Scotland, a small fishing/tourist village on the southwest coast. Many have
commented on how brave we were, but, after doing much research and vacationing, we were
quite sure that that was what we wanted to do. We knew that, if it turned out not to have
been the right decision, we could move back to Michigan and pick up our lives where we left
off in 2005.
Lately, I’ve been thinking about why we love it here so much. When we moved from
Holland, Michigan (population 34,000) to Grand Rapids (area population 500,000), we were
so glad to be moving to a larger city. There were more musical opportunities, more cultural
events, the restaurants were much more varied and people seemed more sophisticated.
Liberal causes were much better represented in Grand Rapids, and we easily found a church
that has a top music program as well as being active in social concerns.
The irony is, of course, that when we moved to Kirkcudbright, we were moving to a town
much smaller than Holland, with a population of about 3,500. It wasn’t that we were burned
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out by all we were doing in Grand Rapids; we were just ready to make a change, and fulfill a
dream we had had for some time of living in Scotland.
There are advantages to living in a small Scottish town – at least THIS small Scottish town
– that we didn’t have in either Grand Rapids or Holland. Aside from the obvious, like the
scenery, here are some of the reasons we’re glad to be living in Kirkcudbright. These don’t
apply to all small Scottish towns, but many apply to most.
First of all, the town is – well – small! In other words, since we live near the shopping area,
we can walk to all the shops. Two butchers, two bakeries, two food stores, two newsagents,
a plumber, an electrical store, a florist, the post office, a pharmacy, the health centre and a
range of clothing stores are all within a 5-10 minute walk. There’s a library and police station
right across the street from us, and even a storefront undertaker just a few doors away. The
undertaker can’t keep going full-time, so they also do household moving and storage as well
as an antique store. If you think about it, for some, that’s one stop shopping!
We have our car serviced at one of the two petrol/service stations in town. They’re willing
to come pick up the car at our house, although I usually drive it over and walk back; about
a 12 minute walk. After the car is done, they drop it off at our house and come to the door
with the keys. They don’t hand me a bill for the work; that’s sent in the post at the end of
the month. THAT’S a new experience! In the States, of course, we had to pay for the service
before we even got to see the car, right?
We buy cat litter at the local pet supply store in very heavy bags. We usually pick it up when
we have the car out anyway, but they are willing to drop it off if we wish. Likewise, the fishmonger, who also carries a good line of vegetables, has been known to deliver a basket of
apples to save us getting the car out. The florist lives close to us and can easily and willingly
deliver an arrangement to us on her way home.
The most mind-boggling experience we’ve had involves the local veterinarian. When our
little Maggie (cat) started showing signs of kidney failure, one of the last things the vet did
for her was to take her home with him for the night so that he could give her water under
her skin every two hours (all through the night) and keep an eye on her. We could not believe that the vet would do that for us and for her. But that’s the kind of town we live in. By
morning she was doing much better, but sadly the improvement was short-lived and we had
to have her put to sleep later that morning.
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There is, in other words, a feeling of trust and cooperation that permeates the population.
We do lock our doors at night, but many do not. Some parents leave their infants or pets
outside some of the shops if they won’t be in for very long. People who walk by talk to
them, and no one is worried, probably because others on the street will keep an eye out for
them.
When we walk down the pavement (sidewalk), to and from the shops, we always say “good
morning,” or “hello,” or “hiyah” if eye contact is made. It doesn’t matter if you know them
or not. In fact they may be visitors to the town, and we are helping perpetuate Kirkcudbright’s reputation for being a friendly town. Many of them are known to us, of course, but
many we know only by sight. The ones we do know well are always interested in stopping to
talk and catch up on each other’s lives. I like to try to guess how to greet some of the older
residents. Some of the old grizzled sailor-types just grunt a sort of “mornin” with a bit of a
wiggle to their head. The wiggle doesn’t mean anything; it just seems to be the way they’ve
been raised. Others use the full “good morning,” and some say “morning,” pronouncing the
G, but skipping the “good” part. Of course, many times I’m wrong in my guess, but it’s fun
when I’m right. Most of the time, the greeting is followed by a comment on the weather,
good or bad. Many times you will also hear “You all right?” which means “How are you?”
I have to confess that we do have to do some grocery shopping in a larger town about once
a month, but only for a few items we can’t get locally. We know that the more we patronise
the local shops, the better they will be able to stay in business.
Our other regular drives are to church in Dumfries to sing in a good choir (about a 40
minute drive to the east) and another choir I direct in Newton Stewart, about 30 minutes the
other direction from Dumfries. With the price of petrol so high, we’re glad we don’t have
to get the car out any more than we do. In a typical week, we drive to church for choir on
Sundays and Wednesdays and to Newton Stewart on Tuesdays. The other days we just leave
the car in the garage. After having two cars most of our married lives, and using them nearly
every day, this is a good indicator of our simpler lives.
We love it!
Carl Wiltse and wife Pamela Bayes were active members of Bay View until they moved to Scotland in
2005. Their Bay View roots go back to 1950 when Pamela’s family first summered here. Carl has kept a
connection to Bay View by conducting the annual Bay View Week of Handbells in August. They are now
both active in musical and community activities in southwest Scotland.
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
by Mary Jane Doerr
“Wa−oul” Mandy is now speaking to me again. Of course, it is 6 a.m. and my furry feline
wants to eat and go outside. BUT, this greeting has a different intonation today– no irritated
grunt, just a slow gentle voice with upswing on the “oul.” “Are you awake?” She is asking-nicely!
Mandy has always been a talker. When I can’t find her around the house, she will say “um”
which means “I am right here, Mommy.” When she is outside she will come back when I call
her name. Sometimes when she comes inside after a visit to the neighbors she will tell me the
latest gossip. “Rup.” I always answer her back with “rup, rup,” which she will then respond
with her own “rump, rump.” Sometimes when I am working at my desk, she will come in,
tail high, and issue a slow “me-ow” with the emphasis and upswing on the last syllable
indicating that she is asking me what I am doing. When she has had a successful
hunt and has brought a prize home for me to admire, she struts around, back arched, tail up
crowing “ME-ow, ME –ow” with the emphasis on the first syllable. “I am so great. Look
what I caught for dinner.”
Learning to speak American short hair cat language takes years of practice. I thought I had
really mastered the art and was thoroughly familiar with Mandy’s vocabulary until I decided
to adopt an adorable needy three pound orphan whose face had Mandy’s big green eyes and
a white nose. This little one’s tail stuck straight up in the air all the time like a flag pole. I
thought Mandy would enjoy the companionship. We had to go home for the winter and no
more Calvin (cat) to cohort with, Chica (dog) to annoy, or Charcoal (squirrel) to play with.
Winters have always been difficult trying to entertain Mandy with faux mice and fake snakes.
Usually she loses weight, doesn’t eat, and is generally bored. The Animal Channel was a real
hit. She knows bird sounds and when there was a blue jay featured she would dive under the
bed. (Blue jays dive-bomb kitties.) One day she put her paw on the TV screen and glared at
me. “YUCK. This is another one of your tricks.”
When I brought this little baby, Darcy, home to introduce her to her new older sister, I
quickly found out that Mandy knew words that I had never heard before. “Eeaaaaaaaaah”
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with teeth widely exposed for emphasis was the cheerful greeting. Translation--You are not
welcome here.
Darcy had one word in her vocabulary “MEEEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOW”. It was a high
pitched extended screech which meant “feed me, I am hungry.” I heard this cry incessantly
for the next three months! My food budget increased drastically with Darcy eating as many
as six cans of cat food a day. I left her one weekend with a neighbor and had to take a dish
pan full of cans over to him. “What is all of this? I am only taking her for the weekend.”
“Believe me you are going to need them.” Darcy polished off 20 cans in three days.
During these months Mandy refused to look at me. Whenever I came around, she would
turn her back and leave the room. If possible she would go outside and spend the day is
peace. “Yuuuugg” she said with the teeth out. “How could you bring that welfare case
home to live with us!”
Mandy didn’t like sharing her litter box, food dishes, and bed with the “intruder”. Nearly
every day, I would hear her complaint “meeeeeeeeeeeee-OW,” a rather strongly worded
phrase with the accent on the last syllable and the tail thrashing back and forth. That is cat
talk for “my litter box is dirty.” She also didn’t appreciate Darcy’s playful jumping on her
back.
Outside one day Mandy got a branch punctured through her skin in two places and I had to
go to emergency at the specialty animal hospital nearby ($$$$$). For the next week I nursed
my disgruntled senior citizen back to health, and was on 24 hour call for my little infant who
had to eat all the time. This wasn’t what I planned--two unhappy and not-so-healthy kitties.
As the months passed I began to see some good things happening. Mandy was eating
regularly and when she had her yearly check-up, she had not lost weight and her blood count
was stable. Mandy eats her food now since Garbage Pail will eat it if she doesn’t.
Now there still is the matter of keeping guard over her territory so Darcy can’t take over. A
few weeks ago, Mandy’s best Bay View friend Beverly came for a weekend. Mandy immediately gave Darcy a paw fist to let her know upfront that Beverly was hers. Darcy got the
message – back off.
This week we returned to Bay View, and Mandy has been running all over the place to see
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that everything is where it is supposed to be. She has checked the furniture throughout the
cottage and gone over to see Calvin, her handsome orange friend. Darcy seems to know she
has been here and is very happy to stay inside. The other day I came downstairs and found
them curled up together on my favorite chair. I was awestruck but proud of Mandy. She has
put up with this annoying little cutie using her stuff, screaming for food, breaking things with
her clumsy walk, jumping all over her, and getting all the admiring “aws” and “ohs” from
guests. As I was brushing Mandy, Darcy watched me as if to say, “Don’t you love me too?”
Looking at the two of them curled up together, I realize that not only do I love this sweetie
but Mandy does, too.
Mary Jane Doerr is a freelance writer who has written for the Petoskey News-Review since 1979. Her book,
Bay View, An American Idea (Priscilla Press, Allegan Forest, MI, 2010), won the 2011 State History
Award from the Historical Society of Michigan.

SUMMER STEPS
by Eunice Wollin Crockett
Do you know these old concrete stairs? The more crooked are the oldest, holding in their
narrow tread an earlier Bay View of thin leather shoes laced up, or of children dashing
barefoot with a freedom they never would have, when in autumn, they returned to school
and cities. This was a secure freedom, as relieved mothers let wiggling children go: to the
beach, to Club, to the woods, within the supervising boundary of knowing who was around
you, coming and going above and below the steps.
Many stairs here of course are quite new, are lovely curving stone, are functional for your
specific cottage, or newly made to share between properties. But some, as you grip the old
metal pipe railing, tell an older tale. Some steps were set in early to make a way up the solid
bluffs which form three great tiers, stepping up and away from the abundant watery horizon
of our Little Traverse Bay. In 1875, these steps for a giant were found to be most desirable
by the founders searching to establish this retreat of Bay View, a setting for religion,
intellectual stimulation, and recreation. This place has been a vista of beauty, a layered family
summertime, and a place of seasonal returning.
The stories these aged stair-steps must have witnessed over years of stepping up and
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stepping down. Of friendships and play, of heavy hearts and secrets, of evening escape and
morning promise, of inspiration and appreciation, all these stories of life performed on a
healing stage of woods and water.
These aged steps are in full view, yet unseen, like the elusive woodland morel. Perhaps they
are not part of where you regularly come and go. But, as the cooling evening breeze pulls
one down with other cottagers to the sunset, the old stairs are ready. If you listen, they can
tell a story.
STEP D
N
O
P. Step after step after step after U . . . . . step.
A
W
U
N
R
N. STEP
E
R								
V			
O 								
E			
W
N
Eunice Wollin Crockett is married to Wally Crockett, who has spent much of his summer lifetime at Bay
View and has enjoyed his work at the waterfront. She is a retired History and Language Arts teacher.
Relatively new to Bay View, she is not new to experiencing the value of religion, history, and our great
outdoors.

SELECTED POEMS
by Erin Gilbert
AT AMERICAN SPOON ON LAKE STREET
The tile floor is black and white checkerboard,
walls lined with brass-topped jams
and salsas in red and poppy orange.
Leah is two and serious.
She takes four steps to turn and study me,
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the nanny, the friend (this is true deep in my gut),
hair tangled in summer.
It’s just us on the floor,
her sweet parents and Leah and me. I count off tiles
and drop one shoulder, two shoulder, snap fingers.
My hips jaunt on the way back, one, two
with lively arms, a little butt sway.
I dance for the mango salsa, lose my spine
in the raspberry boogie.
Her eyes are fringed black buttons.
She watches, still
and then she wriggles the twist,
little hands out for balance,
feet stuck to the white tile and her cap of shiny
hair dips, her bottom shakes one, two
her smooth teeth peek out and grin.
We break it down across the checkerboard, accepting applause
from lime chips and marmalade.
Her mother chooses blueberry and laughs.
I scoop her up
she lifts her hands
claps a prayer
we twirl, dizzy.
Outside it starts to rain, a soft sheer curtain beyond the screen door.
We dance past to a flash of pink—an umbrella, perked
by a tuxed black groom as he dips his bride in a mid-road kiss.
My chest rises in exertion. Leah forgets
her hand on my cheek.
The cars stop, honk, the white dress train splayed
on the wet blacktop, but he kisses her in the rain
under a pink umbrella
outside the black and white checkerboard dance floor
of American Spoon.
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THESE ARE THE PEOPLE OF MY SECOND LIFE
The man next door, whistling clear and high.
He is still dressed from church. The jar of peach jam
on the porch this morning is his, honey thick and bright
in leftover cloud gloom. He descends the cracked steps
to make the rounds, down to his sister’s flowered porch
and the kids across the park and back around
to our other next door, greeted by the two quivering spaniels.
His whistle vibrates the breeze like sun.
The woman in the woods, arms pumping knees high.
At dusk she powers into the mouth of the trees.
She loops, the right fork to Deer Trail and up
the hill past the swamp to Algonquin, where lady slippers bloom brief
if she’s looking. Down the boardwalk through the cattails
past the three leisure benches and when the mosquitoes
just get to be too much
she paces back home.
Her arms cock lower then.
I am afraid to interrupt.
The little girl with the fancy name, Hampton, pool-hair stiff
streaked with green. She has two brothers on either side
and the eyes of a still pond, a dime carved out the middle,
where it is deepest. She rides her bicycle without shoes. She asks
How was your day?
Mr. Lou with the flop-eared brown lab mix, throwing the ball
until it pops, throwing the ball until his withered arm seizes,
throwing it until he can’t remember why he sits
on the porch and who is this dog,
it can’t be his?
The widow in Grayhaven paces over in slippers.
She collects the ball, the dog, a treat, settles and swings
softly until Mr. Lou is ready to be reminded.
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Erin Gilbert has been a “Bay View kid” since 1994. She lives in the Woodside cottage. In the summers she
works as the head leader at Tot Lot. During the year she attends Hope College in Holland, Michigan, where
she is a junior with a double major in vocal music education and English-creative writing. She loves to read,
write, sing, play violin, play tennis, and dabble in photography.

BAY VIEW NEIGHBORS
by Shirley Snyder
Our family first came to Bay View at the invitation of one of my husband’s colleagues at the
University of Michigan Dental School. They had just purchased a cottage and said they were
sure this was a place we would enjoy. We came, liked what we saw, and arranged to rent a
cottage the next summer.
Over the following nine summers we rented four cottages in different areas of the
community. Our stay began with one week, ten days, two weeks and finally a month at a
time.
In every case the neighbors were friendly, inviting our daughter to Club and taking me along
to Woman’s Council. We felt welcome, indeed and began to think about buying a place of
our own. After looking a while, my husband suggested that if a lot were available and our
son, Mark, would work with him for a summer, we would build a new cottage.
We found a lot, Mark agreed to help and we signed the lease. In October of 1979 we drove
up to check the survey stakes and determine where to locate the building. As we finished
measuring, a lady from the house next door invited us up to her porch to get acquainted. We
discovered that Margaret was the widow of a Methodist minister and had been coming to
Bay View since the ‘50s. She was friendly and gracious and said she was glad we were coming
to Bay View, but just wished we had found another lot. She had enjoyed the vacant lot with
its trees and wild flowers and had hoped no one would discover it.
Nevertheless, the next spring we began to build. The neighbor next to Margaret began to
come and watch, chat with my husband, and help where he could. He became a good friend,
keeping an eye on things when we were away.
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It wasn’t long before we met Mary, who lived down on the corner. As the summers passed,
acquaintances became friendships. Margaret and I chatted from our respective porches,
which are just the width of the driveway apart (the driveway which was Margaret’s until the
survey markers put it on our property).
In time there came the summer after my husband’s death when I arrived at the cottage alone.
Margaret and Mary’s porches became places of comfort as they listened and encouraged me.
It soon became a habit to run down to see if Mary had arrived and receive her gentle hug of
welcome, before I had even unpacked my car upon arrival.
Soon new neighbors moved in next to Mary and we became acquainted. It wasn’t long
before they made a pathway of stepping stones from their cottage to mine. At nighttime we
can see the lights in each other’s homes. They always know when I sit up until 2 A.M. talking
with houseguests. It is reassuring to see the lights and know they are “there.”
One summer Margaret came over to my porch to tell me she had remarried over the winter.
I expressed my surprise and she said she was as surprised as I.
Mary had worked at the Archives for many years and suggested I come and volunteer. I am
still there, sitting at “Mary’s desk” and doing her tasks. As she grew older, we walked and sat
together at the concerts. We became like family.
In time Margaret moved to Massachusetts to live with her son and his wife, and was no longer able to come to Bay View. We kept in touch at Christmas time. And then, in God’s good
providence, she came to live at the Retirement Community in Chelsea, Michigan, where
I serve as chaplain. She could not see or hear well, but her mind was alert, and each week
when I visited we talked of our Bay View experiences and I read her the Bulletins and told
her of the current programs and changes. She was always interested.
One Thursday morning this past spring, I suddenly felt I needed to get to Chelsea and
hurried there. Margaret had slipped into a coma, and the hospice nurse said, “Shirley, we’re
going to let her go.” So, I sat with her and kept vigil, quoting scripture and assuring her that,
“God will raise you up on eagle’s winds, bear you on the breath of dawn, make you to shine
like the sun and hold you in the palm of God’s hand.”
The next morning the nurse called to say, “It won’t be long.” I went back to be with her until
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family arrived and in two hours she slipped from this world to the next. What a privilege it
was to walk the last miles of the journey with her.
And, though I wasn’t with Mary at the time of her death, I was privileged to participate in
the service as we committed her to God in our beautiful Bay View Memorial Garden.
As I reflect on these and all the others who have lived on my block, I realize how very much
my life has been enriched by my wonderful Bay View neighbors.
Shirley Snyder has lived in the “new” cottage for 31 summers and enjoys the next generation of wonderful
neighbors.

SELECTED POEMS
by Hannah Rees
2011
APPLE BLOSSOMS
Buds on bare branches,
buttered by sunshine,
blossom into
fragrant diadems.
IGNORED
Alone,
unsure,
aching
for a loving hand,
a nod of acceptance,
a welcoming smile
to melt the frigid face of indifference.
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LULLABY
(Dedicated to my Kauaian friend, Sequoya Stenvoich)
The birds are quiet now –
their heads tucked under their wings,
awaiting a bright new day
to lift up their voices and sing.
The stars have come out to play
to the ocean’s pulsing tune,
and monk seals sleep on the beach
beneath a crescent moon!
And now it’s time for you
with a pillow tucked under your head
to close your eyes and sleep
in your wonderful little bed.
How lovely to rest, at the end of a day
like the birds and seals from the sea!
Tomorrow will come, bringing the sun –
and more fun for you and me!

Hannah M. Rees visited her great-aunt, Alma Reynolds, in Bay View in the 1940s, and has enjoyed many
summers here ever since. She married Gerald Rees 55 years ago. Since her retirement from 31 years of
teaching grade school and his from the ministry and counseling, they have been having fun traveling and doing
various volunteer projects. They have two daughters and five grandsons.
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“THEODORE THE FIERCE—A-W-O-L”
by Beverly Brandt
(A brief memoir in honor of Carol S. Brandt’s memorial service and wake, written by her
loving sister-in-law.)
One of my fondest, funny memories of Carol is from a Christmas holiday in the early 1980s,
which we all spend together in the house on Mitchell Street in Petoskey, MI. That was the
winter of The Great Snowfall, when it snowed so much that the ski areas closed because
they couldn’t plow the access routes to their parking lots, and the local churches cancelled
Christmas Eve services because driving was so treacherous. It was also the year that our
huge station wagon went off the road into a ditch on our way to a house party, and we had
to be winched out of the ditch by a passing farmer and tow truck. But, that’s another story
for another time.
The house on Mitchell Street sat at the top of a hill, and seemed to be inside a giant snow
globe that December: every time I looked out of a window, there was a haze of glittering
snow swirling around the house.
Grandma Edith, Aunts Barbara and Beverly had convinced Carol and Richard that we were
capable of baby- and dog-sitting for the day, and we encouraged them to drive off to town
for some shopping and a nice lunch out at a local hostelry. Grandma Edith and Aunt
Barbara were in charge of Steve and “Miss Kris,” who was about three or four years old at
the time.
I was in charge of “Theodore, the Fierce,” a.k.a. “Terrible Teddy,” Richard and Carol’s
beloved white West Highland Terrier, whom we all adored. It was way too snowy and icy
to walk Teddy regularly, so we had devised an alternative: We’d open the leaded-glass front
door (which was not being used because we couldn’t plow the steep driveway adequately),
invite Teddy to go out, attach him to a chain wrapped around a porch column, and let him
go off on his own to do his business until he woofed to let us know he wanted to come back
in. This strategy had worked efficiently for days.
“Would you like to go out, Teddy?” “Woof,” he would reply. The door would be cracked
open. Dog would be clipped to chain and put outside. The system worked perfectly.
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We were planning to have dinner at the Birchwood Farms Country Club that evening, and
so we staggered our bath times to accommodate everyone in the house as we were changing
into our holiday attire. I was scheduled for a late afternoon bath, before Richard and Carol
had returned from their outing. Aunt Barbara was in the front parlor, banging out Christmas
tunes on the piano with Kris and Steve.
In my bathrobe, as I began filling up the tub, it occurred to me that Teddy might want to
go out one last time before I settled myself into the hot suds. “Teddy, would you like to go
out?” I queried, to which he gave a resounding “Woof.” So, I ran down the stairs, dog at my
heels, cracked open the front door, and was just reaching out to locate the chain to which I
planned to attach the dog. It was at that moment that Teddy made his move, bolting out the
door into the swirling snow.
“Oh, _ _ _ _!” I cried, rushing to the closet to grab a coat and a mismatched pair of boots.
“Mommy’s not going to be happy about this,” Miss Kris chimed—with characteristic
understatement—from her perch beside Aunt Barbara on the piano bench.
I stepped out onto the porch, slammed the door, and said firmly, “Teddy, come here!”
Ted took one look at me, and bolted across the porch, down the steps, and out into the car
park area.
Teetering down the steps in my mismatched boots, with coat and bathrobe flapping, I darted
after him. “Theodore—come here!” I commanded, using my most assertive, dog-training
voice.
Teddy looked at me, looked off into the distant neighbor’s yard, and then abruptly turned
right, and headed down the icy driveway.
Now I was getting REALLY worried.
Slip-sliding down the driveway, yelling all the while at the small ball of white fur that blended
alarmingly with the snow drifts to the left and right, I followed Teddy, who was delighted to
be “away without leave”. When he reached the bottom of the drive, he looked up and down
the terrifyingly busy street, and took a sharp left, bounding up the steep slopes of Mitchell
Street.
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“Theodore Brandt—you come back here,” I continued to yell, to no avail.
As I reached the bottom of the drive, and looked up the street, hope arrived in the form of
a car cresting the hill. It pulled over quickly, as a passenger jumped out of the front seat and
grabbed the dog.
“Thank God,” I thought, knowing that this Good Samaritan would deliver Teddy back into
my waiting arms. I could get him into the house, none the worse for wear, and before the
upstairs bathtub began to overflow.
“Richard and Carol need never know,” I thought to myself with relief.
It was at that moment, as the Good Samaritan’s car approached, that I realized with horror,
that it was Richard and Carol’s car, and that, yes, Carol had been the one to jump out of her
seat to rescue Teddy.
As they pulled into the lower driveway, I could tell, as Kris had predicted, that Carol was
NOT happy about my dog-sitting abilities, and I slowly slunk away, up the stairs, taking refuge in the hot soapy bathwater, which thankfully was at just the right depth. At least
something had gone right that day.
A while later, as I was blow-drying my hair, I heard a light tap on the bathroom door, and
opened it, to find Richard holding Theodore. “Teddy wants to apologize,” he said, handing
the dog to me. In characteristic fashion, Ted began licking my neck enthusiastically. Despite
his adventure, he seemed to be just fine.
Over dinner later that evening, when the good moods of all had been restored by a great
meal with wine taken before a roaring fire, we discussed how Theodore had gone AWOL.
“What you don’t understand, Becky,” Richard began, “is that Teddy escapes all the time. He
loves to have people chase him. He thinks it’s a game. So, if you’d just stood still, and had
gone back into the house, he would have followed you.”
Feeling thoroughly humiliated (and a bit ticked-off that he hadn’t bothered to warn me
about Teddy’s aberrant behavior), Carol then retold the story from her point of view.
She talked about what a nice afternoon she and Richard had had shopping and lunching at
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the Perry Hotel dining room, and how mellow they were both feeling as they drove home,
anticipating nice, hot baths.
It was then that she saw the small fur ball bounding up Mitchell Street. She turned
incredulously to Rick to remark, “What kind of crazy people would let their dog out on a
day like this?” She followed that query instantly with the cry: “Oh, my God, Dick! It’s O-UR D-O-G!,” at which point, he stopped the car, and Carol jumped out to rescue Teddy.
Today, we all miss Carol terribly. And my one consolation is the thought that, if Heaven
is any kind of a place, she’ll be there, surrounded by her favorite books, with a needlework
project on her lap, and Teddy at her feet.
Beverly Brandt is a professor in The Design School at Arizona State University. She is the author of The
Craftsman and the Critic: Defining Usefulness and Beauty in Arts and Crafts-era Boston (University of
Massachusetts Press, 2009) and essayist for Gustav Stickley and the American Arts & Crafts Movement
(Dallas Art Museum and Yale University Press, 2010). A Bay View cottager since 1996, she has summered in the Petoskey area since 1969.

SELECTED POEMS
by Gerald Faulkner
THE DONALD (OURS)
(Although not a family member, Don was like a third son to me. He loved his family and he
loved Bay View.)
When once his future bride was spied,
He knew at once she would be at his side.
The everlasting love of his devoted wife,
He cherished each day of his life.
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Then he moved to Crystal Lake,
Time would prove it was not a mistake.
He settled down, no more to roam
And welcomed us and friends to his home.
A man who was happy with his life,
He deeply loved his girls and his wife.
He could be serious and he could be fun,
Through life he walked gently, he did not run.
Though work could sometimes be a strain,
He was never the kind to complain.
His laugh was quick and so was his smile,
He always spoke without any bile.
His patience will be hard to replace,
Though in my mind I try to retrace.
No matter what his girls’ problems were,
He handled each with hardly a stir.
He flew a kite on bright windy days.
He was so cheery, just like the sun’s rays.
The girls would laugh and ask to learn,
Not to worry, both would have their turn.
He was happy strolling along the beach in Michigan.
We always thought he would visit us there again.
The gardens, sunsets and stones were there to please,
They seemed to put him and his family at ease.
He is a great loss to us, that no one can replace.
Others may try, but none will take his place.
One of the nice guys, one of the few,
“Our Donald,” we’re glad we knew you.
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AUNT MAY
There once was a lady from the East Side,
Who had great dignity and not pride.
Her home was always open to many
But especially to me and Henny.
She was a good friend to my mom and dad,
And her treatment of us was never bad.
She came to out parties on many special days,
And her company was best, my parents would say.
Their laughter and talk went on through the night,
While we would dance, not far from sight.
She never forgot those who passed away,
And would visit their graves, my faithful Aunt May.
Now she has joined them and can get some rest,
I will always remember her, she was one of the best.
Gerald Faulkner graduated from college almost 50 years ago. His professional life was spent in Human Resources and his second career was spent in the local school system. Early retirement came 6 years ago, followed
by 3 years of part-time work as a tutor in math. His hobbies are history, politics, and, of course, writing.
He has been vacationing in the Bay View community for the last 11 years and has been as associate member
for the past 5 years. Over the years his love of the Bay View community has grown and he looks forward to
being there each year.

THOUGHTS FROM THE PORCH
by Sally Stinson
(A version of this article originally appeared in Infant Crier, the newsletter of the Michigan Association for
Infant Mental Health, July/August 1993.)
Porches have always been important to me. I was born into a W.W. II upper flat in Detroit;
we had a second story porch which was higher than my grandmother’s whole house, just
next door.
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My grandmother, Sarah Stinson, lived there with her mother and her two spinster sisters, one
a nurse and the other a hairdresser. It is where, in this sea of women, she raised my father.
She and my father moved to Detroit in her 55th and his 10th year following the deaths of
first her young daughter and then, one year later, her husband. Sometimes my grandmother
took care of me. Once, when I was three, I was very sick after having my tonsils removed. I
remember waking and seeing my grandmother looking at me. She had large brown eyes, serious and solemn eyes that conveyed compassion. They looked at me with only love, but I can
feel their sadness yet.
Her house, too, had a big porch, the kind that ran the whole front of the house and had
furniture on it. I can remember being on that porch with my grandmother as she read to me
and to the neighborhood children. She was a kindergarten teacher. One hot afternoon in
the summer of my 5th year, I wiggled a tooth out while listening to her read a story. Being
totally unprepared for this awesome event, I was very scared and wanted to run home to
my mother. But I couldn’t move. I can remember loving my grandmother so much in that
instant. Her words and little finger plays kept me rooted in my seat, and I was in awe of her.
I stayed for the story, then left with nary a word.
Part of why I go to Bay View, Michigan every year is porches, old porches. I have a long history of Bay View porches and porch memories. Family life and family stories occur on the
porch.
Some of my most treasured memories of my daughter’s childhood are “pictures” of her on
Bay View porches—pictures of her being read to or of her reading to me.
Once, when she was two, she sat in the Robertson Cottage porch swing with my friend,
Mary, and all the four or five other little kids who were with us that summer. I don’t remember the story, but I remember that her little head with the tiny side pony tails she loved so
much, rested on the shoulder of six-year-old Leah. Halfway through the story she fell asleep,
as Mary read and the swing rocked. Some years after, when she was ten, I remember her
sitting on the railing, silhouetted against the blue northern Michigan sky, and reading aloud a
passage she particularly liked from her book.
This year, I watched her being taught to knit by Frau Becker who is 80. Natalie, my daughter,
does not speak German, Frau Becker has no English. She teaches knitting with her eyes. As
they look at each other and at her work, some of the rows go perfectly. Sometimes there is
a dropped stitch to be picked up, and sometimes there is an unraveling and then a reweaving
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of the cloth. They look at each other with some spiritual understanding of their relevance to
each other.
I loved seeing my daughter at the feet of this master craftswoman, learning a skill that
women have learned for centuries.
At the other end of the porch my friend Ed was discussing an interview he heard on National Public Radio. The interviewee, author David Halberstam, was asked why he wrote The
Fifties. The answer, simply stated, “It is when I grew up.” Halberstam’s wish to understand
what made him what he has become, what forces of culture or environment shaped his life,
seem to me to be a natural interest. This topic certainly led to lively discussion and vividly
recalled stories of our youth.
The times when I was growing up are fascinating to me and I know others who feel similarly. It often eludes us, and we can visit it only in memories and dreams and in fragments of
thoughts. What was real and what’s knitted together from childhood understandings or misunderstandings have grown intertwined like dropped stitches that are sometimes smoothly
picked up and sometimes not. These stories shared carry the music of our lives: in language
and in love.
They are myths that can be symbolically understood and which can be very freeing when
captured in listening as well as in telling. They are relationships and places woven together in
time and enduring through time. So many stories, which, if told, could become the vehicles
of not only our understanding, but the transmission of connectedness—generation to generation, culture to culture.
Our children need our porches and our stories—told person to person with eyes and words,
sad and otherwise.
Sally Stinson has been coming to Bay View as a guest or renter since 1962. In 2011, her daughter brought
her one-year-old baby to enjoy the same Bay View porch. Sally worked with infants, young children, and
families in a variety of mental health and educational settings. She graduated from MSU, where she met her
friend Ken Rouse, whose family owns the Bay View cottage.
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MEMORIES OF EDEN
by Mary A. Agria
I dream winter nights of the Garden,
June in flower on the curve of the bay.
A gentle tolling from the pines above me
measures length and breadth of my mortality.
To this dust I also will return.
An obedient plant at last, my gardener’s heart replies.
For now, content, my hands reach out to weed and till and tender,
cultivating hope in all around I see.
Loving voices rise to greet another season,
friendships that recall so many more.
Too quickly chill, gray skies foretell the season’s passing.
The larch rains down its grief in showers of gold.
Memoriae to lives well lived and living,
close to the rich dark earth and canopy of green above.
Creator, creature linked in peaceful striving,
nurturing the summer’s bonds of love.
A Bay View cottager for 40 years, Mary Agria earned a B.A. and M.A. in Literature and Linguistics
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She spent her career as a technical writer in the fields of work
force issues, community development, and rural spirituality. Since her first “retirement,” she has published six
novels, among them the regional best-seller Time in a Garden and it sequel Garden of Eve. She writes about
gardening in the Petoskey News-Review and on North Fork Patch. Second Leaves: Growing Young Gardeners, her first children’s book, was published in April 2012.
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UP TO COUSIN ETHEL’S
by Fred P. Todd, Sr.
(This poem, written in 1951 after a visit to the Bay View cottage of Ethel Wright, was given to Bob and
Mill Docking by Mr. Todd’s daughter, Mary Lou Todd Jury. The Todd family was active in Metropolitan
Methodist Church in Detroit for many years. Mrs. Jury’s late husband, Dr. John Jury, was a pastor in the
Detroit, Grand Rapids, and Flint areas.)
“Up to Cousin Ethel’s” means we travel most all day
‘Til we see the glistening waters of Little Traverse Bay
The road turns through Petoskey and we go a mile or so
‘Til we reach those peaceful hillsides terraced row on row
That’s Bay View the Beautiful, its charms are quite alluring
Especially for the Methodists whose love is most enduring
We climb and turn and climb again and then to our delight
We’re in front of Ethel’s cottage, it’s such a welcome sight
Geraniums, with blossoms red wave from veranda wide
And seem to say “Come on right in and rest up from your ride.”
Besides the flowers’ welcome, there’s one from the hostess, too,
We know the way she says it that it’s genuine and true
When we’ve exchanged our greetings and it quiets down a mite
We’re shown up to the pleasant room, where we’re to sleep at night
There, just outside our windows bright the restless treetops play
Sweet music for the weary ones when comes the close of day
We first unpack our bags and things, and freshen up a mite
And when we come downstairs again, we find to our delight
That Ethel’s sister Lelia has been invited, too,
To share this week of pleasure, all we see and hear and do
For those who have not been there, I hasten now to tell
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That o’er us folks called Methodists Bay View has cast a spell
It had its start long years ago, in seventy-five they say
When Camp Meetings were popular--they thought they’d come to stay
The leaders had a meeting to discuss the camp’s location
And Bay View was selected almost by acclamation.
The early days were pretty rough, some pictures plainly show it
If the founders came alive today, I fear they’d hardly know it
(Two lines here have been lost.)
They come for re-creation of body, soul and mind
And there’s conclusive evidence that what they seek they find
If one is fond of music or has a voice for cultivation
The opportunity awaits for their participation
If they seek more education to enlarge their store of knowledge
Here they find the Summer School of Methodists’ Albion College
For those who like to play a bit at games easy on the heart
There are opportunities aplenty for all to have a part
There’s Shuffle Board for Shufflers and for Bowlers good and bad
Where the best team is always happy and the losers always sad
If you’re collecting sunsets to hang on memory’s wall
I recommend God’s Bay View Shows for they’re the best of all
He charges no admission, you are invited as His guest
To a special bench at Bay Side as the sun goes down to rest
As you watch the changing colors flung wide by a master hand
You feel o’erwhelmed by Beauty and come to understand
That the God who paints the Sunsets far out beyond the bay
Also paints the Bluebells and the Hollyhocks so gay
So be sure to get there early--leave your troubles at the gate
Sometimes the clouds obstruct the view and you may have to wait
But if you’re not impatient, “the cares that infest the day
Will fold their tents like the Arabs and as silently steal away.”
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Besides the many attractions of which I have called the roll
There is the Assembly Program that really should head the scroll.
It is held in Hall Auditorium each day all summer long
And multitudes find pleasure there in sermon, lecture, song.
Each Sunday morning, rain or shine, the bells in ringing say
Hear ye all Christians young and old, come out this holy day
And raise, in song, your voices, bow your heads in prayer
Heed the Preacher’s message, and be thankful you are there

SELECTED POEMS
by Jean Liberty Pickett
IS THIS THANKSGIVING?
Nov. 2011
When your soul feels neglected, broken,
When sadness overwhelms any gladness,
When you stare at the banking statements
Still not deciphered
But they have no soul.
Thanksgiving needs a soul;
A soul you feel is lacking,
Shattered from a recent diagnosis—
Cold data without a soul
from a hospital without a soul
What if your heart muscle isn’t adequate?
Are pills going to mend
a broken heart?
Broken from separation,
Broken from a world
that is no more
Where feelings don’t count.
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The late fall trees almost barren
Wave with a squall or two;
The tea kettle goes unattended,
But you don’t care
Because you’re trying to mend,
Patch the broken soul.
Watching the cedars breathing in and out,
Or the steam’s perpetual blowing
As the day grows darker and grayer
At two-thirty, Thanksgiving Day,
You manage to capture a tea bag.
Someone appears to pour the tea.
“A little bit of milk too?”
A nod.
“A burst of sunshine came earlier;
The living room was filled with diamonds,
and you missed it.”
That someone tells you this
and turns the tea kettle down.
It steams no more.
The day is not over.
Thanksgiving meal with some family
is still to come.
Others will be missing,
especially the one.
Shouldn’t there be thanks
on Thanksgiving Day
for just some?
TO MY GRANDDAUGHTER
2011
Suddenly awake one night,
The words of a song come to me—
“You are my thoughts, my presence
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and my future
I love you, dear”----And I think of you, Granddaughter,
The sheer beauty
of your face
So engrossed in the Nutcracker’s Flower Dance.
Other flowers surround you,
But you are the focus
of my attention,
My heart, my soul, my admiration.
Thanking God in awe and wonder
For creating such beauty,
I go back to sleep.
SWAN SONG
March 2012
Rachmaninoff on the radio;
Rocking in our wicker chair
The pleasant soothing sounds
strike my ear
As I rock back and forth
Drinking my morning tea.
My thoughts begin to change
Like the darkening spring sky above
Tears begin to fall
As rain drops splash on windows,
And the thunder crashes.
I think of you—
How you enjoyed these moments
with me.
If only someone could understand
and hold my hand
And know how much
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I miss you,
Cared for so far away,
As the ravages of aging overtake us
Soon I hope to come to you
With the son you want to see,
And we’ll spend time together
Listening to the soothing sounds
of music
For the last time
In our Black Hills home
Up for sale.
Jean Liberty Pickett, 87, has returned home for a short time to the Black Hills of South Dakota, where
her husband Conrad is cared for by their daughter Amy and family on the ranch at Hot Springs. She now
spends winters in Petoskey, where three of six children and three of twelve grandchildren live. Jean, an active
Bay View Associate Member, is pleased to share her most recent free verse poems reflecting “from the heart”
the challenges and changes aging can bring. These as well as other rhymed verse were shared with classmates
at North Central Michigan College in the fall of 2011.

SUMMER SOLSTICE—PART TWO
by Don Duquette
In the first installment of “Summer Solstice,” Don began his sailing adventure. He and two friends found
themselves lost on supposedly-uninhabited Kitiganing Island, and discovered the Anishinaabeg native people,
who invited them to return the next year for a Summer Solstice ceremony. Here are their further adventures
as they return to learn the ways of the Anishinaabeg people. You may access the beginning of the story at the
Bay View Association website and in the 2011 edition of this magazine.
(Author’s note: In order to protect the integrity of the Summer Solstice camp and its people, pseudonyms are
used for the island and all persons other than the crew of the DONNA MARIE. I give deep thanks to our
hosts and to the everlasting spirit of life which led us to this experience.)
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III.
On June 19, 2010, Paul, John, and I gathered at Octagon Cottage in Bay View, ready for
our adventure on Kitiganning. Paul is a Michigan professor of environment, a biologist and
my best friend (and an irreverent Englishman.) John is a professor of mathematics from
Kalamazoo College, a former roommate and one of my best friends. We will celebrate the
Summer Solstice according to the Anishinaabeg traditions. The Anishinaabeg people have
lived in the Great Lakes region for over 5000 years. But many of their customs and rituals are lost in mists of time and memory; an amnesia hastened by the historic trauma of
the Native People following European immigration to this continent – a history marked by
disease, war and cultural repression. But some keep the traditional rituals alive because they
promote sustainable living today. One of these rituals is marking the Longest Day of the
year by celebrating the Summer Solstice and seeking guidance from the Sacred Spirits for the
year ahead. We had been invited to participate in these ancient rituals and we could not have
felt more privileged.
At first I thought participating in this sacred ritual would be the equivalent of a Protestant
kid going to Catholic mass -- hour and a half, a little holy water, some incense, a few genuflections and then adjourn to brunch to talk it over. Three hours and you’re back home,
maybe catch the game on TV? Oh No. This was a five day commitment – and worth every
minute.
In the book mentioned earlier, Keewaydinoquay (Grandmother Kee) tells of her first summer solstice on Kitiganning Island as a very young girl. She was visiting her family on the
day of the Summer Solstice, probably in the 1920s. The ceremonies were led by a respected
Elder, Bezhig-we-we-re. The rocky point, (which we subsequently visited and I will tell you
more about) was filled at that time with rows of people standing three deep. Canoes lined
the shore in each direction for as many bays as the eye could see. The Elder was there as
the “Person to Stand for the People” to fast and pray and receive messages from the Blessed
Spirits concerning the responsibilities of the People for the year ahead.
Grandmother Kee tells that the Elder had spent the day at the Sacred Rock fasting and praying and clearing his mind to be open to the messages from the Blessed Spirits. As he was
returning with the Sacred Pipe in both arms, he leaned on his daughter on one hand and was
assisted by his son. Suddenly the Elder stopped and pulled little Kee out of the third row.
“Looking down at me, he said ‘This little one will one day Stand for the People at Solstice
too’” says Kee.
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Bezhig-we-we-re’s daughter protested, “But, Father, she’s just a girl.” But the Elder repeated
what he had said with more firmness. Here is the rest of Grandmother Kee’s remembrance:
(This appeared to upset my mother greatly. I myself was admiring the unusual and
striking headband he wore. It really caught my eye.)
I really didn’t know what he was talking about or what this meant until I returned
to Kitiganing Island as an adult. I went to the Rock on the Summer Solstice,
expecting that some relatives of the old ones would be there. No one came.
I went again the next year. This time I stayed for two days. And again no one came.
The third year I returned once more, prepared to camp for a week, if need be, and
this time Bezhig-we-we-re’s words came flooding back. I was the only human who
had shown up, so I Stood For the People on Summer Solstice at the Sacred Rock,
and the stones once again spoke to me.”
KeWay and our other friends described how Grandmother Kee took it upon herself to pass
on the traditional ways. When she found a lack of interest in those with Native blood, she
included others who would respect and appreciate the ancient traditions. The combination
of old and new knowledge, old and new ways, offers a way forward for all peoples of the
Earth and for our Mother the Earth, she taught. Grandmother Kee’s inclusiveness, as put
into practice by KeWay and the others, was the key to our realizing one of the most generous and welcoming experiences of our lives.
IV.
We set sail on June 19, under partly cloudy skies; winds were from the south-southwest at
15-20 knots; seas were 3 to 4 feet. We had a nice reach for most of the passage, anchoring
about 5 P.M in the same anchorage as the previous year. Shoals and shallows do not allow
us to sail directly to the camp. Imagine a bracing swim and quiet time with friends, steaks on
the grill, good wine, and good stories.
The next day, the day before the Solstice, we inflated the dinghy and rowed to shore. We
took only day packs – we now had a good map, we knew the paths, and we expected to
return to the boat for this first night. We hoped that the wind would stay southwest since
that would allow us to sail around the island, approach camp from a different direction, and
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perhaps anchor DONNA MARIE in the lee of the island, directly offshore of the camp.
That would be very convenient for off-loading supplies, bedding -- and old guys.
Unlike the last trip, the 4 -5 mile walk under sunny skies through the wilderness of early
summer trees, shrubs, ferns and wild flowers was uneventful and completely free of worry.
This was John’s first visit to the island and he was ecstatic. And, miracle of miracles –
THERE WERE NO MOSQUITOES! I kid you not. We had a very dry spring so, in a
place noted for the size and number and ferocity of its mosquitoes, we saw only about six of
the blood-suckers in the entire visit.
Our welcome at camp was very warm. We proved to be the last arrivals among nineteen
celebrating the Solstice. The others had made their way to the island by charted motor skiff
– and a lot of planning – staying for various times from a week or so to the whole summer.
There is no cell phone coverage here so the transport has to be scheduled well in advance.
We three became known affectionately as “the boat people” and we loved it.
There was much to do to get camp ready for the Solstice and for the summer season. Some
of the young men were building the purification lodge and the pit for the Sacred Fire that
would feature significantly in the next day’s celebrations. After a little orientation, we set
to work. Our first assignment took me back to my first encounter, discovering the plasticcovered “geodesic” domes. First we repaired and reinforced the frame for the medicine
wigwam that housed modern and traditional medicines needed for the People. We repaired
the lashed limbs and poles as necessary and covered the whole with gardener’s plastic, reused
from the previous year. We learned to secure this slippery material with stones and ropes.
Perhaps the construction material is a metaphor for a central value here -- the integration of
old and new knowledge and old and new ways.
KeWay assigned us to a certain wigwam where we would sleep the next night after the Solstice celebrations. But first we had to build it. We repaired the existing frame and covered
it, trying to be careful not to leave any holes. I just hoped the darn thing wouldn’t leak. Wet
clothes and sleeping bags would not be fun.
Doing chores together became a vehicle for talking and sharing, bantering and laughing. We
were full of questions and had time to talk about the next day’s events and about the history and traditions of the People. The others were from many states, representing all walks
of life, evenly split between men and woman. A ten year old was there with his Dad. One
precocious 6 year old was there with his parents. We spoke with G, who had been selected
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as the Person Who Stands for The People and how he was preparing to go the next day
before dawn to Sacred Rock to fast and meditate. Both men and women serve in the role
and the responsibility is passed around from year to year. Certain people were selected to
drum and sing throughout the night to help prepare the Person Who Stands for The People
for his vigil. Just at twilight we, the boat people, walked back to the boat to spend the night,
reliving our first day with every step. What an amazing day!
The next day, the Longest Day, dawned bright and sunny. The winds appeared favorable
for anchoring off the corner of the island, near the camp. Nonetheless, we were very apprehensive. The island has a reputation of having very unpredictable wind. The winds are
so notoriously shifty that there is an ancient Indian story, “Nanaboozhoo and the Bag of
Wind”, that Grandmother Kee passes on in her book. The story ends: “That is why you can
never tell which way the wind is going to blow on Kitiganing Island.” We decided to take
the chance picking our way through the various shoals, past the rocky point where G was
Standing for the People, and anchor off the camp. We off-loaded our gear and food (and
old guys) and settled in.
It was time to help build the clan spirit boats to launch after sunset as part of the Solstice
celebration; nineteen boats, representing the nineteen clans and one for anyone visiting
from other clans. We all gathered around an outside table, sharing materials, ideas, making
small talk, teasing, building our craft from whatever can be found in the forest and around
camp. They are generally 12 to 24 inches long and have a candle or other fire source in them
so they show up over the waves after being launched. We were invited to build two boats
between the three of us. Paul took charge of the boat for the Broken Tree clan with a lichen
motif while John opted to capture the spirit of the Star Clan with blossoms and greens from
a recently wind-downed flowering dogwood. I served as go-fer, scavenging the woods for
bits and pieces for our spirit boats. This proved yet another communal sharing experience
where we learned more about one another and about the Anishinaabeg traditions. The generous sharing of themselves, their stories, and simply participating, felt like a prized gift.
Boats built, we all helped prepare the evening meal. The soldiers and oldest are served first
and John got the lead elder spot. The oldest are to look to see that there is enough for all
and for the youngest, and to hold back if needed or find more food. Once the food was
ready KeWay lead us in a prayer we recited often in these few days. There are several versions, but this is what I remember:
Blessings and balance,
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Balance and blessings;
For from balance
Comes all blessings.
We are family;
We love one another. Ahau!
The boat people volunteered to do the washing up after dinner, but help was aplenty. Everyone prepared for the evening’s events.
We gathered together and practiced some of the songs we would sing at the sweat lodge
vigil. Before meeting the Person Who Stands for the People at the Sacred Rock, there was a
ritual of cleansing. The cleansing included burning sacred sage in a hollow stone, as incense,
and anointing each person with sacred cedar. No priest or leader administered the cleaning;
rather we boat people formed a circle with the People, and each and everyone blessed their
neighbor. The stone passed hand to hand. Each person took the stone, freshened the glowing embers with a gentle breath, and anointing their neighbor head, heart, hands and feet in
time with the blessing;
May the sacred spirits bless:
Your mind for clear thinking;
Your heart, for courage and bravery;
Your hands to do good work;
And your feet that you may walk with honor upon our Mother the Earth.
Cleaned, and thoughtful, we gathered our spirit boats and walked about a mile down the
rocky beach in the gathering dusk to greet the Person Who Stands for The People. He had
fasted and meditated all day and was about to do a sweat in the purification lodge. We were
all admonished not to speak with him lightly. He needed to concentrate on the Solstice message.
The leaders made it a point to tell about the sacred places along the way. Many of the
People shared stories of the Anishinaabeg and how they came to this place. One person
would start and another would pick up and a third illuminate. They shared the Seven Fire
Prophesy. When we got to Sacred Rock (also called Meditation Rock) we were encouraged
to climb on it, touch it, feel its roughness and smooth places, to deepen memories remembered as people told stories of other visits there.
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At Meditation Rock, the Person Who Stands for The People was first greeted by a small
number who had gone on ahead. He then came over and gave blessings to all and to each
of us individually. With prayer and singing and as the name of each clan was called out, the
candle was lit and boat launched, with much camaraderie and playing about in the water, lots
of laughter and teasing. “Launching the clan boats is really fun,” KeWay had told us earlier.
She certainly was right about that. With sun down, the many little boats drifted with the
light breeze across the then-quiet water, the lights twinkling The younger boat builders had
craftily laced their boats with resin from firs so their boats floated away to burst suddenly
into flame. For others, there was a bit of competition to see whose boat would stay lit the
longest. Some fires blew out quite quickly but others bobbed on the water, illuminated until
out of our sight.
Boats away we slowly made our way in the dark, past camp, to the purification sweat lodge
on the shore that had been prepared over the previous days. Our way was slow because of
darkness and hard footing along the shore, navigating boulders and rocks, roots and plants.
Chosen members escorted the Person Who Stands for The People to both help him on his
way, in case he was weakened by his fast, and to shield him from frivolous talk that might
break his meditative state and connection with the spirits.
The purification lodge sat along the shoreline dunes, a domed Sweat Lodge linked to a
Sacred Fire by a path of cedar boughs. The Person Who Stands for The People went alone
into the lodge, a traditional frame structure covered by the usual plastic together with layers
of heavy blanket. After he was settled in the lodge we all processed around the lodge and
fire, burning sage and singing together.
The Sweat Lodge contained a small fire pit, lined with carefully selected flat stones from
the beach. Round stones the size of a child’s head were heated outside in the large Sacred
Fire, also lined with flat beach stones. The fire was tended by the Firekeeper, an important
position in the group and I remember one of the young men telling me how he aspired to
become a Firekeeper someday. Firekeeper would remove red hot stones from the fire with
tongs, brush it off with cedar boughs which caused sparks to crackle and fly and rise in the
air. He would then enter the lodge and deposit the hot stone into the pit, to a cry from all
present of “Whoa Grandfather”. The Firekeeper worked with the Water Keeper. She ensured a continuous supply of water to dribble onto the stones in the Sweat Lodge, bringing
the inside to a high pitch of hot humidity.
We were instructed not to cross the cedar bough path joining the Purification Lodge and
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Sacred Fire. As we were walking to the Purification Lodge, one of the elder members explained the symbolism. The fire represents the universe with stars and energy from whence
all life came and will go. I also understood it to be the place where the spirits live. The path
of cedar boughs from lodge to fire represents the birth canal or the connection between the
universe and the People. The sweat lodge itself represents the womb.
This narrative cannot do justice to the intensity and beauty of the rituals. The beach became
dark against the bright fire so that we could only smell and hear the nearby lake. We had enjoyed such a welcome already, but here, fire before us, shadows crowding behind was deeper
fellowship bound with singing, chanting and praying, united by a common empathy with
the world around us. And nothing could have prepared us for nature’s backdrop as a thunderstorm moved in. Occasional lightning flashed and rain fell; fire and water amplifying the
energy and dominance of the Sacred Fire. The red hot stones sparkled as they were taken to
the lodge and water poured. “Whoa Grandfather”, chants and singing went on through one,
two, three, four cycles as the Person Who Stands for The People continued his meditations.
We with the People formed a circle around the lodge-path-fire, each lost in his or her own
thoughts, sitting, standing, children sleeping a little.
When the Person Who Stands for The People was ready, he emerged from the purification
lodge and, assisted by certain helpers, immersed himself in Lake Michigan. This symbolizes
a rebirth and a new beginning for the new year. Typically all the people present would then
enter the lodge for a purification sweat. Alas, the thunderstorm was a serious danger on the
open beach so the community sweat had to be called off.
After his immersion, the Person Who Stands for The People was wrapped in warm clothing and we all processed back to camp. There we built up the fire and prepared some food
for the Person Who Stands for The People to break his fast. People probably would have
lingered longer under the shelter around the fire but the heavy rain dampened that enthusiasm. It was very late and we were cold. Our vigil had lasted for many hours, more than long
enough to be soaked to the skin and become deeply chilled. All went quickly to bed. Somewhere very near, anchored off this shore in the blackness, was DONNA MARIE with my
full set of wet weather gear. I remember thinking, “Boy, that rain gear would be nice right
about now.” But nothing could dampen the beauty and poignancy of the ritual we had been
a part of.
We paddled through the wet woods to our wigwam. How good was our inexperienced work?
Had it leaked? No! Yay! The boat people had a dry and restful sleep with memories of the
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longest day that would last a lifetime.
V.
The next day was fantastic. People slept in, had breakfast together; and planned the Solstice
Feast. We, the boat people, contributed canned hams, chocolate and specialty bread, wellreceived by our hosts who had to bring everything from Beaver Island. We then went back
to DONNA MARIE, had a refreshing swim and bathe in the lake, took a nap, and then
returned to help prepare the meal. The past day was relived in happy chatter as everyone
helped prepare and serve the food. As before, the eldest and the soldiers went through the
line first and the youngest went last. There was again no risk for there was plenty, and it was
delicious.
After cleaning up (the boat people doing the dishes again), we gathered to hear the Solstice
Message. Following prayers, an elder brought out a megis shell, a type of clam shell dear in
the Anishinaabeg creation story. Holding the shell high into the sky the elder gave a blessing
to all of us along these lines:
Our people hold this shell very dear. The Great Salt Water in the East was once our
home. When you hold this shell, the rays of the sun will bless you with life, light, and
wisdom. May it remind you of the great root from which our people grew.
KeWay led us as we all participated in a ritualized harvesting and preparation of Sacred Cedar, used as a cleansing ointment in ceremonies.
And now we were ready to hear the Solstice Message. G, as the Person Who Stands for The
People had taken some notes for the message he would later write out and send to us all. He
talked about his restlessness the night before, and listening to the drumming and singing in
camp. He rose at 3:30 A.M.to hike to Sacred Rock before dawn. He noted his observations
and how every inch of Mother Nature was busy with activity and life. He observed all the
natural goings-on while getting ready to channel a message from the Spirits. This narrative
cannot do justice to the 2010 Solstice Message. It is a beautiful message in the telling and in
the writing of it. Some parts especially resonated with me.

•

All of nature has its place and purpose, including what we call native and “invasive”
species. Are invasives “bad” as many have labeled them? Some invasives make very
positive contributions. Is it up to us humans to decide which species is good or bad?
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How far back do we go? 10, 50, 100, 1000 years? No species of anything has been
here for all time. [As a (mostly) invasive species of human, I like this point.]

•

Everything is changing in our lives – the climate, our age, our perspective, our health,
the economy, politics… everything. Embracing that change is our challenge. Mother
Earth takes care of herself, just as our bodies heal injury and disease. Man’s greed
and struggle for power leave scars on the Earth, like the Gulf oil spill or cutting
down a tree. Some scars take longer to heal.

•

Although everything you do, see and hear may be important, it is not all significant.
We do not need to search for significance. It will find us. It may not be significant
that you chose to eat breakfast with a blue-handled spoon.

•

Our thoughts are much more powerful than we give them credit for. We create our
joy and our sadness, our freedom and our prison, our opportunity and our drama,
our abundance and our lack, our love and our fears.
While touching Meditation Rock, he sensed a longing or sadness and asked what it
was about. “The Spirit of Kitiganing and Bear miss the people that walk in balance
on her bosom”, he said. “Participation is the Key to Life.”

To conclude and give thanks, we repaired to the Bear Circle. It is said that the ancestor who
first built the cabin on the site about 1856, was going to plant a small garden there and discovered a full bear skeleton. The Bear is sacred and very powerful in the Anishinaabeg tradition. We now stood in a circle embracing the power of the Bear in that very spot, sharing
songs and blessings. One in particular joined the multitude of our experiences, a prayer to
the seven directions – North, South, East, West, Up, Down (Mother Earth) and inside, each
direction had a message and request. I remember how strongly moved I was when on my
hands and knees in this wild and remote place, essentially embracing our Mother the Earth
and surrounded by new friends.
VI.
At twilight we said our good-byes and made our way to our dingy and thence to DONNA
MARIE. We awoke just at dawn, hoisted anchor, and raised sail for a long and challenging
sail home to Petoskey and Bay View, reliving together our experiences.
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We the boat people had an unprecedented opportunity. The Anishinaabeg have performed
these rituals for generations. We felt we were welcomed by a timeless culture. The visit
was not just story-telling, rituals and feasting, but making camp, building wigwams, peeling,
cooking, washing up, carrying out the garbage and otherwise working side by side. A more
inclusive experience cannot be imagined. We were from the start not company or visitors
but an important part of the community.
But we felt we had had an important and unique role of our own. Thinking back, we were
“eager ears” for the creation stories, ancient legends and prophesies. Having someone to
whom to tell the ancient stories added to the event, facilitated and nourished the drama. We
were an additional reason to tell the old tales again; we were the audience for the players -as well as players ourselves. Like the youngest who asks the four questions at a Jewish Seder.
We experienced a real and rare welcome that said “YOU are part of us.” By chance we
found them and were drawn into their fellowship with no expectations imposed upon us.
We were welcomed by people who were not trying to sell us anything, buy anything from us,
get our votes, convert us, or otherwise use us. It was enough to simply be together respectfully as a community, temporary though it may be, and reflect on the condition of all people
and our Mother the Earth.
Miigwitch (Thank you.)
Don Duquette, a member of Bay View since 1985, is a former BV Trustee. He is a serious Great Lakes
sailor, having sailed his Cape Dory 30, DONNA MARIE, all over the Great Lakes, sometimes solo. In
the “off season” he is a law professor at the University of Michigan where he directs the Child Advocacy
Law Clinic.
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THE BACK PAGE
We hope you have enjoyed this edition of The Bay View Literary Magazine—Valued Lives.
If you would like your writing to be considered for the next edition, please mail or email
your essays, memoirs, poetry, and short fiction to:
Marjorie Bayes
Summer address:
Winter address:
Box 1254
200 Rampart Way, #108
Bay View, MI 49770
Denver, CO 80230
231-347-4990
303-364-1119
bayeswashburn@mac.com
We’re always happy to discuss your ideas. Your submissions should arrive by March 30, 2013.
Also, please include a few lines of biographical information.
Additional copies of this magazine are available throughout the year at the Bay View
Association office and on the website.
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